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A classic from the heyday of gamebooks, originally published as part of the Golden Dragon series. * * * Far below the lost
temple of the ancient god Katak, you and your evil foe Damontir the Mad act out a deadly game. You stalk one another
through the silent tunnels where no living thing has trod in centuries, both seeking the priceless gold idol of the flame
god. With skill and daring and a little luck, you can overcome the traps and monstrous beings that stand between you and
your goal. But then you must face Damontir in a mighty conflict to decide who will emerge victorious into the light of day
and who will remain in the silent darkness forever. * * * This is fantasy adventure with a difference: YOU are the hero! A
pencil, an eraser and two dice are all you need to embark on your quest. Success and vast riches - or failure and savage
death - will depend on the decisions you make.
From the author and illustrator of I'M A UNICORN and I'M A NARWHAL comes a Little Golden Book all about an
adorable dragon! I've got scales . . . I've got wings . . . I love precious things. I'm a dragon! So begins a magical
introduction to a magical creature. Young children will fall in love with the adorable dragon star of this Little Golden Book.
Just watch out: he may be small, but he can still breathe fire! A terrific follow-up to the Little Golden Books I'm a Unicorn
and I'm a Narwhal.
The outlawed princess of the Dragon Clan and her young human companion undergo fearsome trials in their quest for an
evil enchantress. ‘Dramatic tension stays high. Weaves Chinese legend into an exciting tapestry of myth and folklore.’
—BL. Notable Children's Books of 1982 (ALA) 100 Favorite Paperbacks of 1989 (IRA/CBC)
"Ruskin, the pet dragon of the royal family of Wrenly, forms new friendships with the dragons of Crestwood and goes on
exciting adventures"-In the middle of a lonely wood, as night falls, you come upon a half-ruined mansion where dwells the undead Lord
Tenebron among his servitors - depraved mortals, creatures of darkness, and luckless adventurers enslaved to his will.
Your only hope of escape is to prevail against the dangers that beset you and battle your way to the very heart of the
catacombs. There, in the deepest chamber of the vampire's crypt, you must face him and try to end his reign of terror for
all time. This is fantasy adventure with a difference: YOU are the hero! A pencil, an eraser and two dice are all you need
to embark on your quest. Success and vast riches - or failure and savage death - will depend on the decisions you make!
Crypt of the Vampire was originally published as the first in the classic Golden Dragon Gamebook series.
The race is on to find the Gold Key!
The seventh gripping adventure in this exciting pony-club series. With gymkhanas to win, rivals to defeat, mysteries to
solve and ponies in danger to save – these books are perfect for all readers who love ponies.
When he accidentally kills a Manchu, a 15-year-old Chinese boy is sent to America to join his father, an uncle, and other
Chinese people working to build a tunnel for the transcontinental railroad through the Sierra Nevada mountains in 1867.
King Alfred. Everybody knows that he is called “the Great,” but few remember why. Forgetfulness is strange, for few men have led
lives so full of physical, mental, and spiritual adventure, or influenced in so many ways the lives of people in every part of the
globe. The Golden Dragon is his fascinating and moving story, told afresh with the aid of recent archaeological evidence and
research in four languages. Alfred’s achievements have melted cynicism. Gibbon called him “the greatest of English kings”;
Hume, “the greatest man in history.” Voltaire declared, “I know not whether there has ever been a man on earth worthier of
posterity’s respect.” When his kingdom was reduced to thirty acres, he fought back with such courage and genius that he
expelled the Viking invaders and made possible the saving of Western civilization. His list of accomplishments is amazing:
transcendent diplomat, Europe’s greatest naval designer, notable architect, law giver, founder of the oldest literary tradition in the
Occident, originator of a system of public education, and producer of translations that have endured a thousand years. The
author’s research led him to the conclusion that the ninth-century English kin was the superior of Charlemagne in almost every
respect, and indeed was one of the greatest geniuses Western civilization has ever produced. Alfred’s courage, faith, and
temperance are enduring examples for modern men.
Reduced to begging and thievery in the streets of London, a thirteen-year-old orphan disguises herself as a boy and connives her
way onto a British warship set for high sea adventure in search of pirates.
I, Geronimo Stilton, traveled on the wings of the Dragon of Fortune back to the Kingdom of Fantasy! I was called there by my
friend Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, who needed my help. The enchanted Winged Ring had gone missing! This was terrible
news. The ring allows its owner to travel between the Kingdom of Fantasy and the real world-which would be a dangerous power if
it fell into evil hands. Could I find the ring before it was too late?
Maldred is after the powerful Gold Key! Drake and Rori travel to the lair of the Gold Dragon to help protect the key. If dark wizard
Maldred gets his hands on the Gold Key, he will be one step closer to controlling a powerful Earthquake Dragon. Can the Dragon
Masters stop him?
A behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most extraordinary martial artist of all time—Bruce Lee. Bruce Lee: The Celebrated Life
of the Golden Dragon is a photographic catalog of all facets of this fascinating man, from the start of his career to his untimely and
tragic death in 1973. This book reveals a quiet family man behind the charismatic public persona. It shows the real Bruce Lee—the
man who was so much more than an international film and martial arts celebrity. This brilliant photo essay—compiled and edited by
Bruce Lee expert John Little with the assistance of Lee's widow, Linda Lee Cadwell—reveals never-before-published family photos,
including rare photos of Bruce's childhood in Hong Kong. Tender moments with his children are caught on camera and action
shots from his martial arts films are shown. With a preface by his daughter Shannon Lee and a foreword by wife Linda, the text is
drawn directly from Bruce Lee's own diaries and journals. Based on the award-winning Warner Bros. documentary, Bruce Lee: In
His Own Words, sections include: Chronology of the Life of Bruce Lee Early Years—why he began studying gung fu (kung fu) and
took up wing chun, his first starring role, and his return to the US Hollywood—why he got the part in The Green Hornet, teaching
Steve McQueen, James Coburn and Stirling Silliphant, filming Enter the Dragon, The Way of the Dragon, Fist of Fury and more,
training and acting with Chuck Norris, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Dean Martin and Sharon Tate, and the creation of Jeet Kune Do
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(JKD) Family—meeting Linda, having children, daily life This Bruce Lee Book is part of Tuttle Publishing's Bruce Lee Library which
also features: Bruce Lee's Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee's The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the
Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do
This fully-illustrated Little Golden Book is based on Disney's hit animated film Raya and the Last Dragon! Experience the magic of
the fantasy-action-adventure Raya and the Last Dragon, exploring themes of community and hope, and inspired by the beautiful
and diverse cultures of Southeast Asia. Relive the excitement of the movie with this Little Golden Book adaptation that's perfect for
girls and boys ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney Little Golden Book collectors of all ages! Walt Disney Animation Studios' Raya and
the Last Dragon introduces Raya, a lone warrior from the fantasy kingdom of Kumandra who teams up with a crew of misfits in her
quest to find the last dragon and bring light and unity back to their world. Awkwafina lends her voice to Sisu, the last dragon, who
was left on Kumandra in case dark forces return to the world, and Kelly Marie Tran voices the lead character, Raya.
Additional series numbering from publisher's website.
Kingdom of the Golden DragonHarper Perennial

In this sixth installment of the exciting Dragon Kingdom of Wrenly graphic novel series, Ruskin and his friends meet an
ancient ice dragon. Ruskin and his friends travel to Flatfrost for the Winter Festival, which is extra special this year
because the legendary, ancient ice dragon has appeared! Being thousands of years old, the ice dragon is perhaps the
only living creature who knew the original dragon king. She also unknowingly holds an important piece to the puzzle of
who the dark forces are that have been plotting against Ruskin. Can Ruskin and his friends uncover the secret and keep
the ice dragon safe?
Sixteen-year-old Alexander Cold accompanies his grandmother, a writer for a geography magazine, to the remote
Forbidden Kingdom in the Himalayas to help locate a sacred statue of a golden dragon before it is stolen by a greedy
outsider.
Many years have passed since Pan Hu, the Dog Warrior, defeated General Wu and the invading barbarians of the west.
The Dog Warrior, now King Pan, is married to Princess Bingbing and rules over a new land, the Kingdom of the Mien. In
the midst of raising twelve children with his wife, King Pan finds himself calling upon an ancient creature in order to save
a village in the southern part of the kingdom. King Pan and the Golden Dragon is the sequel to the Legend of the Dog
Warrior in a three-part series. The story is based on the Legend of Pan Hu, a mythical figure believed by the Yao and Iu
Mien peoples from Southern China and Southeast Asia to be their forefather.
A newly-hatched, rare scarlet dragon comes under the special protection of the King and Prince Lucas, so when the
dragon becomes ill Lucas and Clara set out for the forest of Burth to find the vixberries needed for a cure.
Not many months have passed since teenager Alexander Cold followed his bold grandmother into the heart of the
Amazon to uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate Cold escorts her grandson and his closest friend, Nadia,
along with the photographers from International Geographic, on a journey to another remote niche of the world. Entering
a forbidden sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas, the team's task is to locate its fabled Golden
Dragon, a sacred statue and priceless oracle that can foretell the future of the kingdom. In their scramble to reach the
statue before it is destroyed by the greed of an outsider, Alexander and Nadia must use the transcendent power of their
totemic animal spirits -- Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid of a sage Buddhist monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce
tribe of Yeti warriors, Alexander and Nadia fight to protect the holy rule of the Golden Dragon. Isabel Allende once again
leads readers on a fantastical voyage of suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring adventure in this riveting follow-up to "City
of the Beasts.
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that
kids, parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the
Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing
big trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangelybehaving parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
How much wizard power is too much? Some people are born with magical powers. Others are not. It's that simple.
Roland Tyre, High Wizard of the Citadel, has always wanted to be the most powerful wizard in the land and adored by all.
But there is already someone else that vies for that title - Bakari, the Dragon King; one of his best friends. While Bakari
and the dragon riders race off to find the lost dragon artifacts and the mythical golden dragon, Roland discovers his own
magical artifact that gives him the opportunity to increase his own powers and influence in the land. Can friendships
survive greed for power? And who will emerge as the most powerful wizard in the land? A grand adventure awaits with
powerful wizards, kidnappings, traitors, kingdoms changing hands, and of course dragons and other magical creatures. Is
the Golden Dragon real and if so, who will find him first?
Reunited once more, young Alexander Cold and his best friend, Nadia, embark upon a new adventure, following Alex's
frighteningly fearless journalist grandmother Kate to a forbidden kingdom hidden away in the frosty peaks of the
Himalayas. They seek the fabled Golden Dragon—a sacred statue and priceless oracle coveted by a greedy and powerful
outsider. To prevent the desecration of the holy relic, they will need the help of a sage Buddhist monk, his young royal
disciple, and a fierce tribe of Yeti warriors. But even the mystical power of their totemic animal spirits may not be enough
to save the teenagers and this remote world from the destructive encroachment of “civilization.” Kingdom of the Golden
Dragon is the second book in a remarkable trilogy by internationally acclaimed author Isabel Allende.
In the second book in the Dragon Kingdom of Wrenly graphic novel series, Ruskin, Cinder, and Groth are back for another exciting
quest, this time to save a group of cursed shadow dragons! A royal errand brings Ruskin, Cinder, and Groth to Shadow Hills,
home to the most mysterious creatures in all of Wrenly—the shadow dragons. Legend says that shadow dragons are hostile to
outsiders and cannot be trusted. But that’s not how it seems to Ruskin and his friends. In fact, nothing is quite as it seems in
Shadow Hills. The young dragons have been sent there by sinister forces that believe Ruskin is destined to rule over all of Wrenly.
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These same forces will do anything to prevent that from happening…even if it means putting the entire kingdom at risk. Will Ruskin
and his friends see through the deception and learn who they can really trust before it’s too late?
A funny and theatrical fable of modern life and migration, whisking you from your local takeaway to East Asia and back, revealing
what really goes into that bowl of spicy soup. Are you hungry yet?
In the fourth installment of the exciting Dragon Kingdom of Wrenly graphic novel series, Ruskin and his dragon friends discover
there’s more than just ghosts to worry about on Ghost Island! After surviving a curse, a few wicked spells, and an angry smoke
dragon, Ruskin, Cinder, Groth, and Roke decide it’s time for some fun. The dragon friends set out on a camping trip to Ghost
Island, located in a remote corner of Wrenly, to see the “statues” of the woodland creatures that have temporarily been turned to
stone by the resident basilisk babies. Groth assures the others that there are no ghosts on Ghost Island…it’s just called that
because it’s so deserted. And the basilisks sleep during the day and hunt at night, so as long as they are cautious and quiet, they
should have nothing to worry about. But when the dragons arrive, they quickly discover there’s much more to Ghost Island than
some creepy statues. In fact, the basilisks are not even the scariest thing there!
Revel in the breathtaking fantasticality of We Became Jaguars—a picture book from bestselling author Dave Eggers. When
Grandma comes to visit and a young boy's parents leave, the rules of the house—and the world—change: grandson and
grandmother transform into jaguars! Readers follow their journey into the undiscovered world of nature, experience true freedom,
and lose themselves in an exhilarating adventure. After a day of playing, running, and climbing through sumptuous landscapes,
the ending will leave you wondering what's real and what's imagined. • A captivating, unusual story about a child and his
grandmother • Full of lush illustrations of the natural world • Celebrates the power of love and storytelling Breathtaking and bold,
We Became Jaguars is sure to give readers beautiful dreams. • Children's books for kids age 5–8 • Perfect for fans of Dave
Eggers • Great for environmentally conscious families
Jacky Faber embarks on another rousing adventure to delight her ever-growing legion of fans. The irrepressible Jacky Faber,
condemned for life to the English penal colony in Australia for crimes against the Crown, has once again wriggled out of the grasp
of British authorities. Back on her flagship, the Lorelei Lee, she eagerly heads back to England in the company of friends and her
beloved Jaimy Fletcher. But when the voyage is waylaid by pirates, storms, and her own impetuous nature, Jacky is cast into a
world of danger that extends from the South China Sea to the equally treacherous waters of London politics. With the help of her
loyal friends, Jacky meets her enemies head-on in this tale of love, courage, and redemption. This ebook includes a sample
chapter of VIVA JACQUELINA!
Alexander Cold, his grandmother Kate, and his closest friend Nadia return in the follow-up to City of the Beasts on a new quest to
find the fabled Golden Dragon of the Himalayas, another fantastical voyage of suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring adventure from
internationally celebrated novelist Isabel Allende. Not many months have passed since teenager Alexander Cold followed his bold
grandmother into the heart of the Amazon to uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate Cold escorts her grandson and
his closest friend, Nadia, along with the photographers from International Geographic, on a journey to another location far from
home. Entering a forbidden sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas, the team's task is to locate a sacred statue
and priceless oracle that can foretell the future of the kingdom, known as the Golden Dragon. In their scramble to reach the statue,
Alexander and Nadia must use the transcendent power of their totemic animal spirits—Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid of a sage
Buddhist monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce tribe of Yeti warriors, Alexander and Nadia fight to protect the holy rule of the
Golden Dragon—before it can be destroyed by the greed of an outsider.
"Rebecca Rupp's magical tale . . . radiates a glow as golden as the dragon's scales." – Boston Globe Hannah, Zachary, and Sarah
Emily are spending the summer at their great-aunt Mehitabel's house on faraway Lonely Island. There, in a cave hidden high
above the ocean, they discover a fabulous creature: a glittering three-headed golden dragon with a kind heart, an unpredictable
temper, and a memory that spans 20,000 years. Transported by the magic of the dragon's stories, the children meet Mei-lan, a
young girl in ancient China; nineteenth-century cabin boy Jamie Pritchett; and, in more recent times, Hitty and her brother, Will,
who survive a frightening plane crash on a desert island. In this fluidly written novel, Rebecca Rupp explores what three children
from the present learn from the past - and from an unlikely but wise and generous friend.
In the first installment of the exciting Dragon Kingdom of Wrenly graphic novel series, the scarlet dragon Ruskin’s bravery is put to
the test when a curse threatens his kingdom. As the pampered pet dragon of the Prince of Wrenly, Ruskin has never known life
beyond the walls of the palace. Until the day a young dragon from Crestwood comes to the palace to plead for help. An evil curse
has been unleashed in Crestwood and threatens to destroy all of Wrenly. Ruskin has a choice to make: stay safe at home in the
palace, or try to help save his kingdom. For Ruskin, there is no choice. He knows he has to try and help if he can. What Ruskin
and his new dragon friends don’t yet realize is that the curse was awoken for one reason only—to put Ruskin in harm’s way. The
mission to reverse the curse is far more dangerous than anyone realizes…in fact, it’s seemingly impossible. Why is Ruskin the
target of these shadowy forces? And how far is Ruskin willing to go to save his kingdom?

From the creators of the New York Times bestsellers How to Babysit a Grandpa and How to Catch Santa comes a silly
(and not-too-spooky) send-up of Halloween...and ghosts! Who says ghosts get to have all the fun on Halloween? In this
humorous addition to Jean Reagan and Lee Wildish's bestselling How to... books, the kids are in charge! But in order to
scare a ghost, you might have to find one first. Guided by a tongue-in-cheek instructional style, two children show young
readers how to set the stage for a spooktacular Halloween by carving pumpkins, playing games, and even reading scary
stories. Has a ghost showed up? Great! Now the fun--er, the scaring--can really begin. Filled with charming role-reversal
humor, creative ideas, and lots of holiday spirit, How to Scare a Ghost is sure to delight kids, parents, and things that go
bump in the night.
The final installment of Isabel Allende's celebrated trilogy of the journeys of Jaguar and Eagle soars with radiant settings,
spirits, beings, and the transformation of an extraordinary friendship, as Alexander and Nadia embark on mission in
Kenya that begins as a search for elephants and ends up exposing a system of injustices. Alexander Cold knows all too
well his grandmother Kate is never far from an adventure. When International Geographic commissions her to write an
article about the first elephant-led safaris in Africa, they head—with Nadia Santos and the magazine's photography
crew—to the blazing, red plains of Kenya. Days into the tour, a Catholic missionary approaches their camp in search of his
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companions who have mysteriously disappeared. Kate, Alexander, Nadia, and their team, agreeing to aid the rescue,
enlist the help of a local pilot to lead them to the swampy forests of Ngoubé. There they discover a clan of Pygmies who
unveil a harsh and surprising world of corruption, slavery, and poaching. Alexander and Nadia, entrusting the magical
strengths of Jaguar and Eagle, their totemic animal spirits, launch a spectacular and precarious struggle to restore
freedom and return leadership to its rightful hands.
Dragons have returned to the world, and they’re wreaking havoc on human civilizations. Only one man has the power to
stop them. Born an outcast who’s never fit in, Telryn “Trip” Yert has spent his entire life hiding a secret that could get
him killed: In a world where magic is forbidden, the ancient blood of dragons flows through his veins. Joined by a snarky
sentient sword, a band of equally snarky allies, and the smart scholarly woman he longs to impress, Trip must master his
powers, learn the secrets of his heritage, and go on a quest to save mankind. If he fails, dragons may take over the world
and enslave all of humanity. This is the complete five-novel Heritage of Power series, full of adventure, romance, and fastpaced page turning fun. It includes: 1. Dragon Storm 2. Revelations 3. Origins 4. Unraveled 5. Gold Dragon
Havok in Strikersport As the Feast of Hungry Ghosts begins in the northwest port city of Strikersport, monsters and actual
ghosts begin appearing throughout the city causing all manner of chaos. Thus the city's twin protectors, Dragon and
Tiger, enter the fray and set about uncovering the reason behind the sudden appearances. Their revelations lead back in
time to a horrendous massacre in the village of Batsu, a province of the magical kingdom of Khaitan. Have agents of
ancient deities come to Strikersports to wreak vengeances on the guilty? And if so, what is the magical artifact and its
connection to an animated shi shi lion roaming free through the city? Once again Barbara Doran spins a tale of
imaginative fantasy filled with colorful heroes, villains and oriental gods wielding amazing powers. It is a frenetic, pulp
actioner fans will not be able to put to down.
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